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Abstract. Modern work design must re-examine human-robot interaction and
consider ways to effectively utilize emerging industrial capabilities such as
collaborative robots and humanoids in the context of usability and our emerging
service economy. By incorporating human aspects into technology-based efforts
focused on value co-creation, it appears likely that inexpensive collaborative
robots and humanoids can serve as integral parts of effective smart service
systems designs. Ways to create value through such human-robot interaction are
highlighted through recent research. A change in paradigm will need to occur to
shift emphasis from ‘block the path’ to ‘design out’ when it comes to effective
human-robot interaction in the workplace. It is apparent that smart service
development will continue through multi-disciplinary initiatives that are
human-centered. Usability and other human factors principles will continue to
be central to successes. Organizational aspects that recognize fundamental
relationships between job satisfaction and service quality can provide a foun-
dation upon which capabilities of humanoids and collaborative robots can be
leveraged in modern industrial and smart operations.
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1 Introduction

When products are poorly designed, increased business costs include training, user error,
poor productivity, reduced sales, increased need for customer support and tarnished
corporate image [1, 2]. Capabilities of industrial robots [3] have progressed and show
promise beyond traditional assembly and manufacturing, with opportunities for collab-
oration and education to create value for the service provider and service recipient. Even
in most recent books on occupational safety and health [4], the emphasis in regard to
industrial robots is on prevention of the interaction between human and robot.A change in
paradigmwill need to occur to shift emphasis from ‘block the path’ to ‘design out’when it
comes to the use of robots in the workplace. System designers will need to consider
expected use and design out potential adverse events to avoid potential safety incidents.
Modern robots can become an integral part of services provided the human-robot
interaction is considered from the usability perspective from the outset.
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1.1 Value Co-creation

The concept of value co-creation is now widely applied in service systems. Value
co-creation can be defined as joint activities of service recipients and service providers
to contribute to value that emerges for one or both parties [5]. See Fig. 1. Smart
services can be created while turning big data into intelligence following a path that
includes identifying useful information and knowledge building.

1.2 Smart Services

The amount of information available for decision making has grown tremendously in
recent years and better knowledge is essential to improved decisions [6]. In fact, one
may consider a progression from raw data to information to knowledge and then
intelligence that has translated to descriptions like “smart” in recent systems design
initiatives. Industrial managers need research skills. An introduction will be given
about Smart Service System Design in Sect. 2 Smart Products and Systems.

1.3 E-Services and Smart Operations

E-Commerce includes business-to-business and business-to-consumer activities for
products and services. E-Commerce has grown tremendously in recent years. E-Service
is defined as the provision of services over electronic networks such as Internet,
without being limited to service organizations and including all enterprises including
those that manufacture goods that require development and implementation of sound
service practices over electronic networks [7].

In considering smart operations, a brief introduction will be given in the context of
smart products. In order to address the use of smart products for services, a range of
capabilities of these smart products will be illustrated. As e-services are typically
human centered and the smart products exist at the intersection of disciplines, there are
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Fig. 1. Human modeling that includes collaborative robots and effective human-robot
interaction can provide value for service provider and service recipient by transforming data
into intelligence.
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opportunities for human factors. Smart operations will be those that can capitalize on
such smart products in a systems context.

2 Smart Products and Systems

Information technology is revolutionizing products that were once composed solely of
mechanical and electrical parts [8]. In the figure above, intelligence is referred to and
gives rise to terms like “smart” to describe capabilities in context of the organizations
and how they may benefit. Human factors can contribute as a discipline that considers
the interaction between people and the technology. Smart products (see Fig. 2) provide
opportunity for more complex systems. Many large complex systems fail to meet
stakeholder expectations due to social and organizational complexity of the environ-
ment in which the systems are deployed [9]. These will be addressed briefly in the
context of human factors fundamentals at the organizational and social level.

Fig. 2. Smart connected product capabilities (adapted from [8])
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2.1 Human Aspects of Smart Service Systems

“Smart devices” exist at the intersection of disciplines. As service systems continue to
dominate industrialized economies, it is important to consider these for their potential
as service providers. When considering smart things as service providers, a conver-
gence of disciplines is needed [10]. See Fig. 3. Fundamental principles need to be
better understood at the intersection of ‘sensing and actuating’, cognitive, communi-
cation and computational fields. Usability is an important aspect of the user experience
[11]. It is central to any human-centered devices or systems those devices may be
integrated with. The next section will focus briefly on select usability, human error and
human factors, including social and organizational aspects.

2.2 Benefits of Employee Satisfaction

Employee attitude data from over 8 years and 35 companies were analyzed to draw
conclusions in one study [12]. Since employees are ultimately responsible for quality
production, a great deal of research has focused on understanding job satisfaction,
employee performance and turnover [6]. Numerous studies support the idea that there
is a link between employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction, productivity and
financial outcomes [13, 14].

3 Transitioning to Modern Work Design

Among 5 Ms considered previously by operations managers, including hu(man),
machine, money, materials and methods, the physical aspects of work were emphasized
to support productivity and profitability. However, the nature of work is changing. First
generation human modeling methodologies focused on supporting risk reduction and
injury prevention [15]. Today, there is an increased need to consider cognitive and
social aspects of task while leveraging computing machinery and sensors of various
types. Job design can provide insight into terminologies frequently used in recent
media reports from an organizational perspective such as “big data” and “information

Fig. 3. Opportunities for human factors and ergonomics through usability and user-centered
design.
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engineering”. The methods to be presented and their associated principles are presented
in support of the development of successful prototypes and applications in the context
of these media reports and skills that modern industrial organizations would like new
employees to have [16].

Work design previously focused largely at the individual level and overlapped
significantly with human factors and ergonomics. Early work by F.W. Taylor, more
than 100 years ago now, used motion to film workers to demonstrate how productivity
could be improved [6]. It is suggested that large and small businesses can better
understand their own internal work environments with modern analytical tools,
incorporating the use of computing resources and e-service information available
within modern organizations.

Studies have shown the relationships between training and improved performance
[17]. Measures such as those outlined in Lee and Duffy [18] can give insight into ways
in which to compare before and after training performance in the context of tasks
requiring both cognitive and physical aspects of work. Time Performance Ratio,Wrong
Answer Rate Ratio, Type Rate Ratio are a few examples [18]. An analysis of other data
and information from within or across companies can provide further insight, knowl-
edge and intelligence or “smart” capabilities.

A key objective of this writing is to provide highlight the need for characterizing,
analyzing and human modeling for direct application in developing and improving
e-services and operations. The service-dominant logic contrasts with traditional
goods-dominant logic [19]. The change in paradigm that will need to occur includes a
shift in emphasis from ‘block the path’ to ‘design out’ strategy in occupational
safety-aspects when it comes to the use of robots in the workplace. Human factors and
human modeling focusing on user-centered design and usability. Modern human-robot
interaction can improve individual and operational outcomes.

4 Modern Industrial Robots and Humanoids
in Collaboration

4.1 Changing Paradigm Toward Industrial Collaboration

Boston Dynamics has developed “Petman”, an anthropormorphic (human-like) robot
designed to test chemical protective clothing [20]. The robot, having some human
characteristics will measure if, when and where chemical agents are detected. In this
case, chemical sensors are embedded in the “skin” of the robot are intended to identify
when chemicals bypass individual protective equipment (clothing). Other
chemical-based sensors could be integrated into future robot-human interaction. For
instance, wasted food has multi-billion dollar direct economic costs. Sensors that
monitor fruit ripeness and meat, fish or poultry freshness in various stages of the supply
chain are in development and can contribute toward improved decisions for both
retailers and consumers [21].

Until recently, the study of people’s relationships and interactions with other
(nonhuman) beings has received scant attention from the social sciences [22]. Exam-
ples of “Big Dog”, a six-legged robot successfully climbing a snow covered hill [23],
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raise fundamental issues about limits and capabilities for collaboration with robots.
Considering these new capabilities recently developed in the robotics community, other
potential applications in industrial settings, including collaborative security, are not yet
well addressed in service science or occupational safety and health literature.

4.2 Education and Health Services

The “Computers As Social Actors” paradigm was originally presented in
human-computer interaction and human-computer studies-related literature [24]. Ele-
ments of this framework, applied more recently in education, show feedback from
computers and its effect on perceived ability and affect [25]. Researchers in Europe
developed a multi-modal tutoring robot. In a recent international workshop, design and
implementation principles for human-machine interface are highlighted [26]. In relation
to the human modeling community, these researchers highlight real-time capture
devices and modeling techniques that are maturing and becoming more accessible to
researchers. Al Moubayed and co-authors [27] point out new understandings in
human-human conversations.

One major obstacle in the face of exploring the effects of spoken social and
affective behavior of artificial embodied entities lies in the multidisciplinary nature of
these setups and in the limitations of the different technologies that they involve [27].
As noted by Cassell [28], we, as humans, make complex representational gestures with
hands, gaze away and toward one another and use pitch in voice to clarify or emphasize
what we are saying. Essentially, there are many non-verbal aspects of our interactions
in service and value co-creation that require consideration of potential human-robot
interactions that are beyond those previously addressed in the “Computers As Social
Actor” paradigm, in order to have effective cooperation and collaboration with these
newly available robots.

A recent NSF award for adaptive robotic nursing assistant focuses on support for
physical tasks in hospital environments [29]. Oborn and co-authors [30] suggest that
the social and technical elements of robots iteratively have and will influence and
redefine one another. They highlight the usefulness of a ‘service logic’ perspective, and
that there is a need for increased emphasis on sociological dimensions of using robots,
recognizing how social and work relations are reformed during use. Behavior modeling
methods and approaches to more natural human-robot interactions, including robot
initiating conversation, are highlighted by Masahiro Shiomi and other research col-
leagues at Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International in Kyoto,
Japan [31]. In one specific application, they used a wheelchair robot they developed in
order to support movement of elderly people. They addressed especially ‘intention to
use’ and speaking behavior to convey location related information and speed adjust-
ment based on individual preferences [32].

4.3 “Big Data” and Face Reader in Services

In considering visitor engagement at science centres and museums, Leister and
co-authors [33] highlight a four layered assessment framework which emphasizes a
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‘Scenario layer’, a ‘Data Collection and Observer layer’, an ‘Assessment layer’ and an
‘Assessment Process layer’. Additional insight into best practice in support of inter-
active technologies in muesums can be found in recent literature by Partarakis, Antona
and colleagues at ICS-Forth in Crete [34]. As noted in Leister [33], and in many ‘big
data’ scenarios at this time, most of the data can not be processed automatically and
still need human intervention.

An important contribution here [33] is the use of ‘face reader’ to give objective
information that can supplement other modes of information that may be available from
the response of the service recipient. Such information could be related to quality of
service or satisfaction. Data about emotional response of service providers or service
recipients could possibly be retrieved by roaming humanoid service providers that may
have direct access to service recipients in collaboration. Variations on Bayesian
analyses as outlined in Taylor et al. [35] can be used to advantage in analysis of
available data in related applications.

4.4 Eye Tracking Can Assist in Supporting Effective Human-System
Interface Design and Human-Robot Interaction

Emotions are an important part of learning and assessment procedures, while measuring
emotion is a demanding task [36]. A multi-modal approach can assist in the application
of face reader in recognizing response of service recipients. Heat maps showing relative
duration of eye fixation and gaze plots showing sequence and locations where partici-
pant’s gaze lingered, can give insight into user interest under the premise that what
people are looking at is related to what they are thinking about [37]. Recent applications
in health include prediction of stress recovery in depression cases [38].

Graham and co-authors [39] reviewed literature that considered nutrition label use
and utilized eye tracking. Recommendations were made for label enhancement related
to nutrition label use. They identified directions for further research and made rec-
ommendations in which labels could be modified to improve consumers’ ability to use
nutrition labels when selecting healthy foods. Eye tracking was also used in combi-
nation with word association to assess novel packing solutions in consumer products
[40]. Ways to further quantify and model user experience in the context of mobile
human-machine interface capitalize on lessons learned in Kansei Engineering and are
briefly outlined by Qu and co-authors [41].

5 Conclusions

In summary, the field is wide open. A multi-disciplinary team comprised of individuals
contributing from various strategically considered academic specialties can make
progress in related research moving beyond traditional human-robot interaction para-
digms to support a wide variety of “smart” service related tasks. In this time of greater
appreciation for multi-disciplinary research at Federal Agencies and at major Research
Universities, you are strongly encouraged to participate.
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